I. WEATHER

- **Today:** Partly sunny. Showers and thunderstorm likely after noon. Chance of precipitation is 60%. High 89°. Low 69°.

- **Hazardous Weather Outlook:** An isolated thunderstorm is possible this afternoon throughout the National Capitol Region. Thunderstorms over the waters may produce strong wind gusts and require Special Marine Warnings.

II. DEVELOPMENTS OF NOTE

**National Capital Region**

- **District of Columbia:** Effective today, the minimum hourly wage will increase to $15 per hour for all workers, regardless of the size of the employer.

- **Montgomery County:** Police is seeking the public assistance in locating a missing Silver Spring man. James Hoskinson, age 52 was last seen yesterday evening.

- **Prince William County:** Residents in the vicinity of Marine Corps Base Quantico may hear sounds, vibrations, and/or illuminations due to a live fire and training demolition beginning July 6 at 6AM lasting until 5PM.

III. COVID-19 (CORONAVIRUS)

- **Overview:** Johns Hopkins University reports 10,487,022 COVID-19 cases, 511,546 deaths, and 5,366,332 recoveries worldwide as of 6AM. In the US, there are 2,636,538 cases, 127,425 deaths, and 720,631 recoveries.

- **National Capital Region:** There are 79,903 COVID-19 cases and 3,054 fatalities reported in the NCR. DC, MD, VA

- **Nationwide:** TSA announced the ‘Stay Healthy, Stay Secure’ campaign. The campaign builds on its airport checkpoint modifications to contain the spread of COVID-19, comply with CDC guidelines, and support healthy and security summer travel.

- **Nationwide:** The Department of Justice warns of inaccurate documents bearing their seal and claiming that individuals are exempt from face masks requirements are fraudulent.

- **Nationwide:** Three states are prohibited for travel by service members due to those states recent surge in positive COVID-19 cases.

- **Virginia:** Bar seating and congregating areas in restaurants will remain closed as the state enters into Phase Three today. Restaurants can continue to operate under Phase Two restrictions, which allows limited table service in bar areas.